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 During the reign of Reza Shah typically political and intellectual of  movement 

legitimacy, the motto of the modern state and state duties in front of the nation led to 

the formation of policies which appeared in terms of indicators such as relying on 
Nationalism, Secularism, militarism and  separation of church and religion and struggle 

with religious aspects.  Policy orientation to Germany is including challenging actions 

and consideration of first Pahlavi which is remarkable in many ways. This paper has 
reviewed and discussed causes and motives of adoption of policy orientation to 

Germany and mutually due to Nazi Germany to Iran and its outcomes.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Competing hegemonic states of Britain and czarist Russia in Iran in different periods especially during the 

Qajar rule has forced to challenge the Iranian rulers and politicians in the early Qajar era to Pahlavi for various 

reasons that how can stand against excesses of governments that was threatening Iran national sovereignty and 

territorial integrity and economic interests and country's political and social balance.  Military, economic, 

scientific, technological weakness, and political and administrative decay structure have held back Iranian 

officials from any retaliation.  

 The dream of a powerful third force in Europe as a rival and moderators of Britain and Russia colonial was 

considered to political stakeholders and the governments of Iran for a long time that bowing Fath Ali Shah to 

France and subsequently happening Finn Knshtayn Treaty resulted in false hopes that Tylysyt treaty was the 

role of water.  Such a policy was also considered at the time of Amir Kabir which did not result in and after 

minor dictatorship and after Tehran conquest, the Constitutional Assembly also invited a number of American 

experts to amend the Department of Finance and Treasury, French for Justice and some Swedish for  

Zhandrmry, plan to rein Britain and Russia in the head that  faced with the Russian  warnings and ultimatum 

who was demanding sacked of Morgan Shuster within the next 48 hours and also stopping all his actions and 

failure to hiring foreigners without the consent of the British and Russian governments. 

 During World War I, part of the national forces, despite the stated position of neutrality by the head of 

government (Mostofi Almmalk) formed a government in exile in Kermanshah that supported the German war 

effort in the Middle East with the name of Muslim alliance of  Ottoman Empire under bed, who addressed 

himself the Muslim caliphs who were  including Late Modarres, Bagher Khan  (national hero), the regent of the 

Mafi  who was sharing foot pedal for hoping the victory of Germany in the First World War and rescuing the 

Russians and British colonial domination cruel that aborted (Motazed, 1376) and did not return any results of 

the third force. 

  Coincided with the period of the first Pahlavi rule in Iran, we see the rise of basic categories and factions in 

Europe and developing and issuing  the socialist and communist ideas from the Soviet Union globally, 

particularly in Europe and Germany near whisper to the Union in the treaty of Locarno caused that to avoid 

falling into the trap of the Union, European who were making a lot of hard  to Germany, reduce with caution 

and let to Germany have industrial and political exchanges with countries such as Iran.  
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Reza Shah and his attitude toward Germany: 

 The first Pahlavi somehow owed England to reach the government, but was knowing the British colonial 

presence in Iran against the ambitious targets and therefore was in the third powerful force to disrupt the Soviet 

and England colonial domination that English have the opportunity to Iranian officials for fighting communism 

in Iran  [7]. 

 The presence of German experts and advisors and engineers and specialists in Iran and good practice and 

discipline of the ruling German troops along with a working conscience, especially in the railway sector and 

industrial and economic infrastructure was caused attention by Iranian to them, particular Iranian Shah. Perhaps 

the spirit of tyranny and dictatorship of the Shah and his imaginary twin with Hitler was the most significant 

factor in Reza Shah attitude to Germany.   The German Führer had extraordinary skill in the hearts of the 

populace and his speech technic was the most important success factors in the capture of German sentiment [9]. 

 Reza Shah with sighting glory and delivery of  German army and Germany tidy appearance and regular,  he 

was viewing the success of the Third Reich in Hitler's character that Mohtasham regent news talks with Hitler 

shows how Iranian government were influenced of the German leader (Information newspaper,12 Ordibehesht 

1349).  So favorites of authorities to Hitler caused close and strong relations with Germany that even in the 

event of an Allied attack, did not cause to break the link  [14] and also uncovering contract news of date Mordad 

1318 (August 1939) between Germany and the Soviet Union, based on Iran's transfer from Germany to Stalin, 

in spite of fear and panic and temporary desire for the UK, did not lead to disruption in Iran-  

 

German relations: 

 Because trade continued and news of Hitler's army invasion to the Soviet, led a special enthusiasm among 

Iranians. So they thought finished northern neighbor work and thus relations between the two countries would 

flow again.  

 But the German attack on the Soviet, thought of Iranian circles it was due to the worsening situation in Iran 

and unfortunately and Iranian statesmen and politicians understood the situation despite repeated historical 

experience of Britain and the Soviet political objectives (former Russian), that they have always been against the 

common enemy, or any action which may be threatened in their political domination, have been rapidly 

approached and all their differences, though is fundamental, abandoned to achieve a common outcome and 

ultimate triumph and situated in a united front against the common enemy. Also this time the German attack on 

the Soviet caused closer England to Soviet. Germany blitz victory hoped Iran to defeat the Allies and was 

request a quota increase oil from England in this direction. With winter approaching and the resistance of the 

Russians, the hope for German victory was followed by more conservative of Iranians. So the Allies's demand 

based on Germans expelled from Iran was faced with delay. But being a vital aid to Russia, defending the oil 

fields and Persian Gulf, did not cause any delay and despite the declared complete neutrality of Iran in World 

War II, Allies, Soviet and British forces occupied the northern and southern Iran and in Shahrivar 1320 on 

charges of collaborating with the Germans expelled Reza Shah from Iran, and his son sat in his place [12]. 

 Third Force was unattainable desire and belief and that is a big mistake to be seen as empowering the 

country to exploitation until pushes out colonial and hegemonic forces of the country and then brings  political 

and economic independence with the unwavering helps. Third force, such as Russia, Britain, certainly has 

benefits and takes steps in accordance with their national policy objectives; so it cannot be said self-imposed by 

the third force separate from the policies applied to the historical presence of the two governments. Their 

difference is only in novelty and obsolescence and appearances and perhaps some methods employed. At that 

time, in addition to the Soviet and Great Britain government, America and Germany were the other strong. 

These two governments have no records of colonial and domination, the previous two were unpopular. 

Therefore, Iran should have chosen the third power or force of between the two previous governments. 

 United States of America by Act of February 29, 1936 (9 Esfand 1314) by its Congress had adopted a 

policy of non-intervention (Fontan, same) and however, the United States of America because of his attachment 

to England than it knew itself that avoid the involvement of British influence in the region and to compromising 

British interests, including Iran, and therefore was serious not in a relationship with Iran. Therefore, Germany 

was the only option available. Therefore can be claimed that because of aggression of two Iranian traditional 

neighboring, there was an underlying in people's minds that without any recognition of any strong government 

that has enemy with the North and South neighbors , invited as a divine savior. Nazi propaganda of Aryan and 

the Germans superiority, who were part of the Iranian people as a pure Aryan and knew themselves with 

Iranians as a race and therefore in appearance demonstrated interest on the fate of their nation that this type 

imaginable for the Iranian people, and intellectuals and ancient oriented Nationalists and especially the ruling 

class or personal Pahlavi, seemed interesting and very seductive and they would tend towards Germany several 

times. Apparently he had his lost in Nazi Germany's thoughts and Führer Hitler's ideas. It is worth mentioning 

that the fascination and emotionally affected was not politicians desirable way of proficient and  working killed 

and in science, politics is not emotion, but great and momentous political decisions should be based on plan, 
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thought, contemplation and wisdom and the rule of national and territorial integrity, political and economic and 

military independence should its basis.  

 Inertia reasons of policy orientation to Nazi Germany during Reza Shah 

 

Different aims: 

 Relations between Iran and Germany were following with different approaches and contrasting the two 

countries.  Iran government looked to Germany as an ally that can break colonial policies of the two neighbor 

powerful countries and help Iran government in order to move development, especially in terms of military and 

industrial. German scientists and engineers and their impressive performance on various affairs led link intensity 

of two state [15]. Therefore, within a very short time a large number of German advisors were in the hands in 

diverse areas of industrial and military.  

 On the other hand, the strong German Nazi government had a different approach of Iran government. The 

country was looking for different solutions to advance its expansionist goals and did not bound by any treaty 

commitment to achieve its ambitious and expansionist goals. In terms of its ambiguous situations Nazi Germany 

had to use any means possible to achieve their goals.  Powers governments policy would require that adopt 

different and often conflicting policies, yet complex and strange in relation to other countries to advance the 

goals of colonialism and expansionist and interests of the country and its people that  was formed according to 

the terms of various scenarios, such as friendship, indifference, hostility and sacrificing like yesterday that 

performance Nazi Germany was the exception that will clarify the subject with mention a few examples of the 

types of behaviors that Hitler had with other world countries.  Of course, this kind of action was precedent 

before the German historical in the conduct of politicians and also Bismarck political life is full of such 

attitudes. Hitler in 1939 [19] for its convenience in terms of occupied Poland, extended the hand of friendship 

towards Stalin and came into the world with him. In 1940 (1319), he paid the Soviet threat by extensive 

advertising [3].   At the beginning of 1641 (1320) he sent a message to Stalin that was not contrary with the 

invasion and occupation of some areas of Soviet[2] and finally on June 22 of that year, without notice, issued 

orders to invade Russia [8]. In June 1933 (1312) in  great Chancellery officials he  signed  a four-state alliance 

of England, France and Italy a welcomed  peaceful Europe [11]. A month later, he  deleted the matter of treaties 

disarmament. In 1936 (1312), he passed the river Ren and had armed and seized neutrality lands that had been 

agreement with Great Britain and France.  In Munich conference he agreed with British Prime Minister 

Chamberlain to capture German settlements areas of Czech and Slovak and committed that its occupation was 

the latest adventure of Nazis, but after conference he cancelled  agreement and occupied the whole of  Czech 

country, and finally in the sixth September  1939 (1318) bombarded London [8]. Hitler's relationship with 

Mussolini who was closest and most important ally, was considered a wonder. Although he  adopted Mussolini 

in 1937 (1316) as member states of anti-Communism. But he ignored his opposition to the annexation of Austria 

into the Third Reich [16]. In his speeches and writings, Hitler knows the incapable of the yellow race to achieve 

high levels of perfection and person because he accounts yellow race as racially inferior (Shayrr, same: 163) but, 

despite this impression, the strategic needs for Japan during World War II, he has repeatedly praised Japan in 

the book My Battle [19] and was allied with the Empire of Japan before the alliance with Italy in Soviet Union 

war [6]. 

 According to what was mentioned in historical of German relations, is nave that know Germany's relations 

with Iran in various fields outside of this principle and so imagine that because of the race with the help of Iran 

Nazi Germany was resurrected as the savior of the country to defend and its territorial integrity and freedom 

from colonial domination. Although it flaunted a part of this  intention  in relation with  Stalin and Hitler and 

knew Iran as part of Stalin and Soviet Union in the division of the world and it was not clear if Germany won 

the war, what was the dream interpretation of Nazis did in Iran.  

 Iran's rulers ignorance and inability to understand the goals of diplomatic relations between the time 

superpowers 

 Lack of understanding of the political games between great powers was including the inadequacy of 

government policy decisions in Qajar and Pahlavi that Iranian politicians have always looked to the political 

with trial and error approach and were instructive less of their failures in this regard. Britain and Russia had 

abused and betrayed of political integrity of the Iranian officials. But the Qajar and Pahlavi rulers had not taken 

a lesson from this incident. If it were otherwise, first Pahlavi should have taken an action after the story of Iran 

division between the Nazis and the Communists in Moscow conference in August 1939, where Hitler 

recognized Iran in gathering area that after winning the war, was occupied by the Soviet Union and cut all its 

ties with Germany or in association with Germany was cautious and looked skepticism and at least limited his 

association with the German and have not allowed export expansion and have kept pros caution in relation to its 

powerful neighbor relations, Britain and the Soviet Union and refused from acts that caused suffering 

government and apparently made such an impression.  

 Reza Shah would move as a despot, like other dictators in line with their personal decisions and force to 

move politics wheels of the country by his taste.  This procedure was intensified after the first decade of 
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authoritarian rule by removing politicians such as Davar, Teimur Tash and Firoz Muzaffar and staying Ali 

Foroughi and Taghizadeh at home and would so confide the conscious or unconscious and actually thought that 

the best strategic principles were his decisions that should be applied regardless of the importance to others. If 

Reza Shah with political and diplomatic perspective, such as the developing world politicians and Europe 

considered international events and did experience work and studied in recognition of the love and hatred of 

nations, could enlist how other countries deal with each other and not caught in Hitler trap and not link his 

government survival to German politics. Why Hitler did not consider to advance his interests and intentions of 

big contracts with states such as Iran and slogans that used Shah to draw attention of Iran and his such as race, 

only had political operation aspect, because from the perspective of the philosophy of Nazism, the only Aryan 

pure race and superior were Germans (Adolf Hitler, the same: 232-178). It should be noted that in Iran's trends 

to close ties with Germany, Intellectuals and press people and the companions of ideas such as Iran shahr and 

Kaveh newspaper was crucial in this approach and most had aspects of narcissism and the role of Teimurtash 

Minister Shah's court was more prominent than others and if Teimurtash was not removed from the policy 

turntable concerning Germany's fate might have been otherwise. It seems that he was familiar with the mood of 

the German and well understood German political objectives and was aware of the world political game. Murder 

Teimurtash that was the most short loop near to Germany, came of fatal blow (Yarshater same: 38). Killig 

Teimurtash eliminated the political balance requirements of foreign policy as  the cross arm of  government 

foreign relations. Why he had enforced the perfect balance between Soviet and German forces, and although 

Near the main theorist was near to Third Reich, but it was also ways to monitor the balance. After killing 

Teimurtash, contact pursue with German politicians was depending on the personal opinions of the king, that 

due to his lack of familiarity with timely and essential tricks for applying against Germany, failed to reach a 

conclusion. 

 

Lack of balance peasant in growing technical and economic ties with Germany: 

 German-Iranian cooperation over the war, and covering objectives and imagining some, the lack of 

imperialist goals of German government and solve the diplomatic limitations to aid Soviet, led to the resumption 

of relations between Iran and Germany [4]. By reducing the economic and political pressure, Reza Shah and his 

anchors was trying to use the government that had less threat of Iran's interests. America's liberal policies caused 

bringing a of Iranian diplomats into Americans. But failure of doctor Milespo in activating America's policy and 

investment in Iran, caused turning Iran to other European countries (France, Germany and Italy).  Germans 

because of sanctions imposed after the First World War and, working closely with the Middle East governments 

during the war, announced more than others.  

 Due to the competition between the Soviet and Britain after the treaty of Locarno, German rapprochement 

with Western powers caused Germany's strong ties with Britain and the Soviet and this was an opportunity to 

expand political, economic and industrial among Iran and German without specific sensitivity of British and 

Soviet domineering neighbor governments. 

 First ambassador of Germany, Sholneberg came into Iran after World War I in 1923. With Courts Minister, 

Teimurtash, he played an important role in political and economic relations of two countries. In the year 1928. 

Iran ordered into German companies a large amount of goods and banks gave large loans (20 million marks) to 

Iran. German companies built the northern part of Iran railroad and established the first Iran airlines. The 

German advisers also had a major role in economic affairs of Iranian organizations. Corn Indet Blot became the 

chairman of the newly formed National Bank of Iran and Atvashty Wind became external senior adviser at the 

Ministry of Finance. In 1929 CE. economic crises created a temporary decline in economic activity. But in the 

spring of 1930. German firms re-signed detailed contracts, particularly in fields of textile manufacturing. 

Chairman of the German National Bank was responsible for all industrial applications [20].  

 One of the main causes of economic relations is relations between countries and governments but this 

relationship must be accompanied by careful monitoring and targets and maintain a sense of sweeping 

independence of nation and cause the country's economic prosperity. However unfortunately, Iran economic 

relations during the Qajar and Pahlavi I & II, due to the lack of clear purpose and proper supervision, had not 

future for Iran and failed. Nazi Germany Economic relations with Pahlavi I was such a property.  

 As noted above, until 1939, the beginning of the powerful poles encounter in the world, half of Iran's 

foreign trade was limited to Germany, and many Iranian economic firms were supervised in German. Their 

dominance on the huge volume of Iran's economic cycle was a very grave error and non-acceptable and 

traditions of logic, and totally unethical by the Pahlavi I and country executive authority. Because the economy 

of a country forms vital artery of a society or nation and must not be availability of country information and 

economic secret by aliens with no excuse. Because in a rainy day and the unexpected, nation weakness is 

located the enemy and any moment in time the enemy can enter the fatal blows to the country body. 

 Since war of the king and the army, his around clearly wished him to win the sweeping victory of Germany 

[10]. In fact, it was the desire of the majority of Iranian political society. The latter group rather than pro-Nazi 

were with anti-imperialism, and particularly anti-British document [18]. 
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Result: 

 Taking advantage politics of the power of third-force in political relations for diminishing the traditional 

role of the United Kingdom and Russia, and survival of growing domination of the political and economic, that 

was threatening Iran's independence and life in many ways and Iran's territorial integrity had always been put at 

risk,  its practical aspect was never failed. 

 Several factors contributed to this failure that above all UK and Soviet Union (Russia and former) wide 

domination was on the most sensitive power pores and sovereign, and the foundations of the country's political, 

economic and even military and security during the long time. As soon as a threat they got into the act to the 

particular political and economic practices and as often as campaign and military and occupation of Iran with an 

ultimatum and forced Iranian authorities to retreat and pay for their actions. In many cases, the basic differences 

that appeared to be very serious, they would forget and in a trench unit were to achieve long-term goals.  

 Also, Reza Shah and Germany when became the threats to their interests, was not the exception.  Once the 

threat of Nazi Germany was certain for European countries and they felt the whisper of the Second World War 

with Hitler's expansionist performance, pushed to Pahlavi I to suspend his relationship with Germany and 

German nationals wanted apology from Iran and World War when it became clear, despite the intense religious 

and ideological differences between Britain and the Soviet Union, they were united to fight the unit enemy and 

requested Reza Shah that with deadlines hang his relationship with Germany and declare war to Germany. 

 Although Iran government suspended many of his relationship with the German and excused to urge the 

majority of German nationals from Iran and settled a handful of them due to the specific expertise, but allied 

countries had seen them in the fifth column of the enemy and wanted to expel all German nationals from Iran. 

Of course it can be pretended that they were looking for an excuse to invade and occupy Iran as the Victory 

Bridge and had no confidence to the Shah. Finally, with the excuse of the fifth column of the enemy in Iran (the 

German nationals), dawn they flocked to Iran and ousted and exiled the Shah and sat son Mohammad Reza on 

his place. 

 On the other hand, Germany's efforts were employed interests and according to desired spatial and temporal 

tactics and accommodations and modifications that would be accepted by them, was in order to gain a superior 

position to advance the goals of his country. Therefore, it can be inferred that transfer of economic affairs to 

German scholars in the first Pahlavi era, was a serious threat to Iran's independence and the probability of 

winning the Nazi Germany in war, was a fatal threat to the future of Iran's independence. 
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